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Intro 

Welcome to the world of How to Train your Dragon, it’s a small one, we’ll give it that, but 

it’s got all kinds of adventures. Even on a small island to the north one could spend years 

looking through nooks and crannies. 

 

Setting 

Berk: This is Berk. It snows nine months of the year, and hails the other three. Any food 

that grows here is tough and tasteless. The people that grow here are even more so. The 

only upsides are the pets. While other places have ponies or parrots... we have... dragons. 

 

Backgrounds 

Drop-In:  

Blacksmith: 

Warrior: 

Dragon: 

 

Companions 

Rider/Viking [-100]: Warriors are hard to come by but you’ve managed to net yourself a 

friend here who may just stick with you through thick and thin and even beyond. This is a 

bond that will transcend even this world’s small horizon. If you so wish you can ask this 

friend to accompany you on your journeys. (1 free for Dragon background.) 

Dragon [-200]: Dragons are a fact of life here in the icy north. The beasts have menaced 

the local folk so much and so often that they literally wrote the book on killing AND 

taming them as mounts and pets. Companion dragons are human-like in their intellect 

and count as companions for this reason.  (1 free for Drop-In.) 

Companion Import [Free]: Berk is the kind of place that you wanna live around strangers 

so you may wanna take this option. Any of your companions other than Annoying Twin 

can have been a previous companion. 

The Annoying Twin [-400]: Which one you or them? You never seem to be able to tell. You 

have an alternative of yourself from this world. They have all the abilities and skills you 

have, down to the perks, but they happen to be the ‘useless’ twin as well as annoying, as 

is they have all your abilities and skills if you were at a tenth your proper form and they 

only have those abilities and perks from this Jump. 



 

Perks: 

--Drop-In 

A Name to Remember [100]: 

Changing It [200]. 

Dragon Training [400] 

A Grand Endeavor [600] 

 

--Blacksmith 

That's my Handiwork [100]: It’s the hallmark of Viking equipment. Rugged, robust, and 

surprisingly light!? You know your way about an anvil and can craft as well as a person 

with eighteen years of training in the forge. This is Viking weaponry so it is solid as all 

get-out but still light enough you could swim with it. The heavy stuff you can make at will, 

usually it becomes even more robust the higher its weight to size ratio goes, to train the 

wee lads and lasses. 

 

Observant [200]: You can fully ascertain a creatures capabilities just by watching it fight, 

and then explain your knowledge to others simply and quickly.  After a few second you 

start to see patterns and relaying them to others is as easy as carrying a conversation no 

matter what, as long as something isn’t actively stopping you from speaking. 

 

Already Read It [400]: You mind is like a steel trap. Once you’ve experience something you 

only let it go if you wish to. What this really means you can drop the emotional impact of 

events that happened to you in the past and you have an uncanny memory, some would 

even call it perfect. 

 

Take the Shield [600]: You are prepared. Everything from an extra pair of underwear to a 

shield on hand. In addition to being able to claim a level of foresight that almost could be 

said to be unreasonable, you could say you brought an extra pair of underwear to a 

dragon fight and no one would even question it, but also you’re a genius on the anvil with 

enough time and iron you could invent some simply astonishing oddities, like a  an 

"ornate" shield made from that contains a crossbow, a grappling hook, a bola-launcher, 

and a mini-catapult or a sword that catches on fire.  You could even work Gronckle Iron 

and other mythic metals with astounding ease if you could figure out where it comes from 

and add features using parts from creatures to emulate their natural features in your stuff 

if you could get your hands on some. 



 

--Warrior 

Vast [100]: Seriously do some of these vikings even lift? You are… vast like Stoick the 

Vast. You could headbut a bolder into ruin with a little time and effort when you were 

young and nowadays you can toss a haycart accurately at things mid-flight and duke it out 

bare handed with dragons. Huge proportions optional but you are able to chose to be 

either normal or look Vast. 

 

Honey & Hatchet [200]: You know your way around the council chamber as well as the 

battlefield and it reflects in your ability to lead others both as a village leader and as a 

battlefield commander. You have enhanced charisma to the point where you could 

casually hold a tribe of hunter-gatherers together whilst fighting off hordes of freaking 

dragons for decades. 

 

Dragon Hunter [400]: Each dragon has an entry in the book of dragons and you’ve been 

taught how to do as the Vikings of Berk do. Systematically tearing apart a dragons, or 

other creatures in later Jumps,  special traits until you fully understand and comprehend 

everything that the beast has on hand. This takes time but the longer you fight a foe the 

more you understand of them until their tactics and special traits are laid bare before you. 

This doesn't prevent surprise but it will keep you well informed. 

 

Warchief [600]: There are those who would try to oppose the flow of things and you can 

see which way the wind blows. As a warrior your experiences are doubly effective when 

you use them to understand tactics, grasp new concepts of both war and policy, and in 

general you are the best at leading a community of vikings through their lives. In addition 

to this natural leadership you hit like the freaking hammer of Thor and have the ability to 

get the drop on folks far more often than folks would give you credit for. 

 

--Dragon 

Instead of buying perks dragons have the option to buy choices from the following list, 

which are discounted for Dragons of course. You may take only a single 600 at discount 

the other must be bought without a discount if you want it. 

 

Natural Weapons [100]: Fangs, claws, horns, bone-ridges these are only as damaging and 

durable as your biology permits, though a dragon’s body is several times better than a 

normal man, but can be handy if you are disarmed. 



 

‘Fire’ Breath [100]: You have a form of breath weapon, usually fire but anything from 

flammable gas to pressurized steam, but you’re able to use it to devastate your foes, to 

bad about that whole only one shot thing. Thankfully additional purchases of this perk 

nets you a doubling of your number of shots per day. 

 

Flight [100]: To take to the air is a true treat and you wings aren’t no function so you can 

take to it. This perk may be taken up to two additional times after the first to increase 

speed and maneuverability.  With two purchases you’ll match a nightfury in speed but not 

in stability. With three you’ll still only be as fast as a Night Fury, but you’ll be as 

maneuverable as a hummingbird. 

 

Elemental Attack [200]: You are able to, through some miracle of biology, create an effect 

like an electric blast, flame covering your form at the drop of a hat, or even poison. You’re 

basically immune to this brand of attack and now can use this perk instead if you wish in 

place of using your Fire Breath Shots. 

 

Ironside [200]: You are amazingly durable. Able to take hits that would down lesser 

dragons and outright kill most average men. This toughness is a combination of being 

insanely durable and having some ready defenses such as scales, redundant organs, and 

even bone plates to make all those pesky attacks work for their kill. 

 

Stomach like a Foundry [200]: Like the Gonkel your stomach is able to take in things that a 

living creature shouldn’t and what comes out isn’t the normal. A reddish almost lava that 

you vomit up, don’t worry your biology can take it though if you do this too often it might 

become sensitive. Any ores that was digested has a property of being saturated in you 

unique nature and usually becomes an alloy of some sort. 

 

The Wind of Fury [-600]: You are a Night Fury. Black as sable and a breath weapon like an 

unholy union of lightning and death. Your races prowess is so infamous that whilst the 

people of Berk have never once seen one your kind they will stop at very little to kill your 

kind. High grades in everything but durability, hey you had to give something up to be this 

awesome amiright, you have about six shots worth of ‘fire’ but the Acetylene and 

oxygen-shaped plasma charges you use by default now can’t really be called a 

conventional flame. You count as if you already have two purchases of the Flight perk. 

 



The Color of Death [-600]: You are a supermassive dragon like the Red Death. You are now 

three hundred feet long and eighty feet tall with a wingspan of around four-hundred 

eighty-nine feet you are as strong as a dragon would be if had your proportions and you 

still have room to grow a bit more. You roar alone could crack rock and you can inhale so 

much air as to create a vacuum able to life longships out of their waters. You have six eyes 

and you pack a powerful six shots limit for you gargantuan fire breath. To explain how 

durable you are now let me just ask you, if someone tried to kill a living building how 

would that go, basically unless someone does something like set a bomb off inside you, 

you should be able to tank things that houses would have difficulties surviving. 

 

•Items & Equipment 

Dragon [200]: Dragons in general don’t get on well with humans, yet, but there have been 

times like this one where a human and a dragon bond. You have yourself a dragon of a 

chosen type, not a Night Fury nor a Death though unless you’re willing to shell out an 

additional 200 CP. 

 

Drop-In: 

Dragon Nip [100]: 

Dragon Catching Kit [200]:  

The Center [400]: 

 

Blacksmith: 

Seriously, Take the Shield [100]: A heavy round shield able to take being hit multiple times 

with fire blasts, spines, and seems resistant to wear and tear. 

 

Smithy [200]: You have a small viking smithy that is filled with every tool for pre-modern 

steel age blacksmithing. Everything is here, down to the table-crank that you can make 

watch springs with. Any viking who sees this and has a touch for the craft might just try to 

smash a table or two at the local bar. 

 

The Fabled… [Varies]: A small island, more a large islet really, that has a rich vein of ores 

in it. If you were to feed these ores to a Gronkel, which love to fly about the island and are 

native to it, you could net Gronkel Iron out of what comes up, through the process is a bit 

messy unless you’re prepared for it. This is only what you get from the first purchase, 

which will set you back 200 CP. An additional purchase will grant you the ability to either 

‘seed’ the location with ores that have are unique to other worlds but are naturally 



occurring otherwise or make the deposits regenerate all ores within themselves over 

time. 

 

Warrior: 

Axes [100]: Very popular around here. You’ve got everything from throwing axes to 

greataxes and all the inbetweens. All of them are of common make but if any break you’ll 

find they come back after a day or two, exactly the same. 

 

Stoick the Vast’s Fitness Workout Guide [200]: Is this for real? What kind of madman 

wrote this workout regimen. This is a terrifyingly effective guide that allows a person to 

increase their strength in a short amount of time, though you bulk up awfully fast. 

Everything from diet (of mostly read meats and soups) to routines (Hiking with a backpack 

full of rocks is one of the warm ups) and all that is needed to turn a runt of the litter into 

an alpha of the pack. Anyone willing to undergo this regimen will start to note they have 

the benefits of Vast after about three months, faster with a hands on teacher with the 

perk and even faster if the teacher in question has Warchief. 

 

An Isle in the North [400]: Twelve days North of hopeless and a few degrees South of 

freezing to death. Located solidly on the meridian of misery. To describe this island in a 

word… sturdy,  This is a property that follows you, which you can get to by 

sailing/flying/swimming/etc off into a fog bank you can create at will. It’s actual location is 

on no known map, though it is findable it’d be hell getting through the natural obstacles 

to get to the location. It’s always somewhere out of the way, defensible, and far from any 

real culture centers. It’s as big as the Isle of Berk, which actually is quite large and able to 

house hundreds of vikings for an extended period of time along with all the food and 

amenities needed to provide for a village of hundreds. How big? Well, approximately 

thirty-eight kilometers of inhospitable forests, largely mountainous, rocky soil, and that’s 

at the top. Peaks of the mountains can reach up to around seven hundred Meters tall and 

the local area is rich in sheep, fish, boar, a surprising variety of birds, and a vein of ore 

that seems to restock once a year.  

 

--Dragon 

Saddle [100]: A fairly advanced harness that could be placed on you and provide a slight 

improvement to your general protection and also a place to sit for any rider if you even 

want one. 

 



Dragon’s End [200]: A volcanic island that has little of anything, a burning heart and a 

dragon’s nest. Whilst it has little else, and is quite small as far as inhospitable volcanic 

islands go, it’s quite defensible.  This is a property that follows you, which you can get to 

by sailing/flying/swimming/etc off into a fog bank you can create at will. It’s actual 

location is on no known map, though it is findable it’d be hell getting through the natural 

obstacles to get to the location. It’s always somewhere out of the way, defensible, and far 

from any real culture centers.  

 

Egg Clutch [Varies]: This small cache of eggs is able to produce a few Dragons from this 

setting per year. With time and care this will expand to a stable breeding population but 

until then you may wanna keep the little ones safe. There will never be less than five eggs 

in the clutch and should someone directly try to destroy those eggs they’ll be sent to your 

warehouse for safety reasons. The item can be bought up to three times for, doubling the 

number of eggs each purchase as well as having a unique effect. The first purchase costs 

200 CP and nets you what you see above, if you are a Dragon you can take the Drawback 

Take Care of the Kids and get this first purchase free. The second purchase costs 100 CP 

and allows you to chose what type of this world’s dragon eggs the original five are at any 

point during their gestation. The third and final purchase is 100 CP and allows you to place 

an egg from another world into the clutch from dragons that you’ve met on past and 

future Jumps, though the will only have the intelligence of a Dragon from this world.  

 

•Drawbacks 

All...This(?) [+100]: People just can’t really take you seriously. They all seem to think you 

need to change, become like some Ideal Man or something. You’ll have to work eight 

times as smart and three times as hard to get any recognition around here. 

 

Take Care of the Kids [+100]: You’ve gotta teach these lad and lasses how to be proper 

Viking Warriors or if you happen to be of the more dragon persuasion you have to care for 

the nest.  

 

.Amputee [+200]: A limb has been cut from you in some accident, perhaps you got it 

taken off by a dragon or just dropped your axe. 

 

.Tiny but Deadly [+100]: You're constantly attacked by Terrible Terrors. They'll show up 

everywhere you go and regardless of how many you manage to kill or get rid of more will 



always show up to annoy you.  

 

.Shadow of the Night Fury [+300]: If you're a viking then you can never become as good a 

dragon rider as Hiccup, and all of your powers scale around to Hiccup’s level as a dragon 

rider, which while exceptional isn’t going to be moving any mountains. If you're a dragon, 

then you can never become as powerful than Toothless.  

 

.The Behemoth [+300]: This monster lies at the center of hundreds of dragons. Scales like 

steel shields, fangs like trees, and claws like greatswords. This monster is the White 

Death, a Seadragonus Giganticus Maximus, or sea dragon. This is the most massive 

powerful and straight up deadly of all dragons, however they are more than a little lazy, 

using other dragons to go out and catch fish. This one however, has the motive to move 

beyond simply letting the dragons hunt. It’s after you and thus it has begun it’s work. First 

it’ll be raids on your location via dragons. After three years of seasonal dragon attacks by 

weak dragons you’ll start noticing a drastic uptake in the quality of the dragons you’re 

fighting. After eight years you’ll get a visit from the White Death himself. How big is he… 

well in Hiccup’s first adventure he met with the Green death, a young Seadragonus 

Giganticus Maximus who was, apparently relatively small. 

 

 

Scenario [The Dragon Riders of Berk]: 

Requires: Shadow of the Night Fury 

For the next sixty years you will be here in this world and you’ve been given a mission. 

Should you succeed you’ll get a discount on the entire acapellago (Dragon’s End, An Isle to 

the North, Dragon Rider’s Academy, and The Center) as well as an additional 600 CP to be 

spent how you wish but this job isn’t for the faint of heart.  

 

You have had a vision of the future of the dragons vanishing into legend, and then myth. 

Whatever happens after that is blurry at best but you are sure it isn’t good for the vikings 

as a people and thus you must stop this event from happening. You must join with Hiccup 

on his myriad adventures and keep a weather eye out for symbols and small peeks of 

‘magical’ runes that glow to your eye alone. If you can manage to complete the entire 

puzzle left behind by the gods before your time is up you will be able to save the dragons 

and halt the vikings cultures decline, for if you do not manage this quest Hiccup and the 

Dragon Riders of Berk will be the last heroes of the viking people. Ever. 

 



Epilogue  

1.Go Home:  

2.Stay Here:  

3.Move On: 


